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TAdvOfficeImage is an easy-to-use VCL component that can be used to display images in PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP and ICO
format in your Delphi applications. It supports transparent images and various image parameters like background, alpha-
transparency, JPEG quality, transparency, etc. If your target language is not Delphi, you can use it in C++ or other languages
that support Delphi (Turbo Pascal or FreePascal), but they have to be recompiled after the TMS Image Controls Pack is
installed. TAdvOfficeImage Features PNG, GIF, JPEG, ICO, BMP support Support transparent images Supports both mono-
and bitmap images Image files can be embedded into the stream (compressed) Supports transparency Supports background
1:12, 1:10, 1:8 image aspect ratio Supports palette and RGB color mode Custom colors Set background color Auto counter-
clockwise rotation and scaling for images Bitmap support Rounded borders Supports solid and outline borders Number font
types Supports ANSI and Unicode Supports Kanji and Hiragana characters Edge mode Point mode (can be 1:1 or 1:n)
Transparent circles Supports ImageList Gray and alpha transparency Smooth outline Round corners Supports transparent
corners Supports transparency Supports background Custom colors Set background color Auto counter-clockwise rotation and
scaling for images Bitmap support Rounded borders Supports solid and outline borders Number font types Supports ANSI and
Unicode Supports Kanji and Hiragana characters Edge mode Point mode (can be 1:1 or 1:n) Transparent circles Supports
ImageList Gray and alpha transparency Smooth outline Round corners Supports transparent corners Supports transparency
Custom colors Set background color Auto counter-clockwise rotation and scaling for images Bitmap support Rounded borders
Supports transparent borders Number font types Supports ANSI and Unicode Supports Kanji and Hiragana characters Edge
mode Point mode (
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Share This Page Welcome to Velocity Reviews! Welcome to the Velocity Reviews, the place to come for the latest tech news
and reviews. Please join our friendly community by clicking the button below - it only takes a few seconds and is totally free.
You'll be able to chat with other enthusiasts and get tech help from other members. Sign up now!Designed as a replacement
for the $450 Helvetia, the Conrad didn't add much in the way of fancy features, but it was a solid touring machine nonetheless.
It was lightweight and rode well, and while it didn't always have a firm connection with the road, it never really gave me a
reason to complain. Touring and Travel As its name suggests, the 80-liter gas tank was designed to be used on shorter tours,
where less distance was travelled. This meant an extra 30 pounds of total weight, but the extra capacity wasn't used up on the
first day, and I was able to get the advertised average fuel consumption, at 7.1 miles per gallon. Handy-sounding, the German
horn and the adjustable gas pedal worked well, but given its sporty character I found myself still adjusting the throttle when
riding through stop signs. I did find myself having to lean the bike out more to accelerate or hop off the gas. Although I never
really got a feel for how much speed it would hold in comparison to a VFR or the new Honda, I appreciated the bike's
composure when I rode through town and made deliveries. The size of the tank meant it had plenty of space to pedal along
comfortably, with minimal effort. There were some niggling problems, however. In the first three or four rides I had to get the
clutch cable replaced, which was accomplished by an old-fashioned, flat-type clamp. Sometimes the chain would rattle against
the frame, and after only a few hours a small piece of chain came loose at the rear wheel. Most of the time, however, this
didn't cause much problem as long as I avoided cornering hard. The truth is, I didn't get to ride my new Conrad very often. I
ordered it for a family vacation to Pennsylvania, but then I found myself second-guessing it at every turn. We rode the bike a
lot on flat routes, but I didn't get to go places with a steep hill. I didn't have to be away from my house for more than a few
hours 09e8f5149f
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Based on the original components developed by VLC's Xavi and The ALTav team, TAdvOfficeImage is a VCL component for
Delphi and RAD Studio 2010, XE8 and all previous versions. It offers a simple and easy-to-use interface for displaying photos
with transparency or background, including PALM, GIF, ICO, BMP and PNG format pictures. In addition, it's capable of
presenting the same images at once. TAdvOfficeImage is ideal for displaying non-photorealistic images created in applications
such as products in a web shop, products in an app store, or even icons in websites. It can be used standalone, as a control in a
form or as a DCX module for Delphi. It can be used by individuals, developers or VLC's affiliates, or even as a tool that can
be integrated in any application project. The initial goal of the TAdvOfficeImage component was to ease the job of Delphi
developer(s) who need to design logos or create icons. But the truth is that it can also be used to display any image inside the
form or control. In the coming releases of the component we'll be adding more features and usability improvements, such as:
image cache, color management and designer guidelines, in order to make it more robust and stable. TAdvOfficeImage
Summary: 6 image formats support Perfectly flat background Many parameters on rendering Easy to use via XML, XIB,
Delphi, etc. Advanced functionality Image cache Customizable color management, based on the same set of standard
converters already used by other VLC components Advanced text-effects for bold, underline and text outline Designer
guidelines Complete documentation XML designer, PNG, GIF, ICO and BMP support TMS Image Controls Pack
Components TAdvOfficeImage Description Type Author Version Interaction XML Designer, PNG, GIF, ICO, BMP Xavi and
The ALTav 2.0.1 FormBuilder, DCX Delphi 7 and RAD Studio 2010, 2009, 2007 ControlBuilder TMS License Shareware
Price $ $45.00 Download Add Free Downloads You may receive a notification to verify your email address. You can create an
account or sign

What's New in the TAdvOfficeImage?

The TAdvOfficeImage component provides a simple but useful TAdvOfficeImage.pas and an exporter to write icons, images,
logos, gradients and tabular data into two main formats : 1) PNG24, which is a most commonly used format and can be used
from Delphi, Windows, Android or web applications; 2) Portable Network Graphics (PNG8), which is an unsupported format
provided to help web developers to host PNGs for standard images, like icons, vectors, etc. Although mostly used for graphical
and visual applications, such as Delphi, TMS Image Controls Pack can be used for other purposes too. Among them are GIF
Animation and Real-Time Data Transfer over packet. The powerful Excel component also provides some special features for
Excel users, such as filters and cell formats, which can be applied on all cells or to a subset of cells. One can add features like
drop down menu or RGB colors inside the table data, style the colors, cells, etc. TMS Image Controls Pack Description: The
TMS Image Controls Pack consists of several components that are useful and extremely easy to use, yet very powerful, to
facilitate graphic viewing and editing in your Delphi, Windows and Android apps. For example, when displaying and editing
images, you can use many components to alter the properties of the displayed image, that will be stored in a bitmap or vector
format. The system lets you apply a default background color for all cells, get a pre-defined number of colors from a palette,
apply a gradient or solid background color, adding a gradient or color palette, only to a subset of cells, apply a watermark to all
or a subset of cells, apply a drop-down menu on a cell, colorize cells or even the entire table, add a cell overlay, get colors from
a palette or a designated range of colors and so on. It also supports RGB color mixing and can do a lot more. All of the
components can be used standalone to make your apps work fast and accurately. TMS Image Controls Pack is a standard
font(TMSDefaultBoldFont), which supports any platform - even this one, supported font is the one the system uses internally.
It makes the TMS Image Controls Pack components possible to support any platform and render text the way it is intended to
be used: very fast and accurate. In addition to all of that, if you're a development project manager and you have a set of pre-
designed icons
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System Requirements For TAdvOfficeImage:

Minimum: OS: Mac OS X 10.8 or later (64-bit processor) Mac OS X 10.8 or later (64-bit processor) RAM: 8 GB of RAM 8
GB of RAM HD: 3 GB available space Recommended: OS: Mac OS X 10.9 or later (64-bit processor) Mac OS X 10.9 or later
(64-bit processor) RAM: 16 GB of RAM 16 GB of RAM HD: 6 GB available space Hardware Recommendations:
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